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3

Introduction

Day by day society is demanding for better and faster process of software development
and evolution. Businesses worldwide are becoming more system-oriented aiming at
automating and enhancing their processes to obtain a competitive advantage. Changes
that a while back could take years for a company to fully complete are now assimilated in a
few weeks and software must keep up with these changes.
Model Driven Development (MDD) is a paradigm that aims at tackling these challenges by
increasing the quality and speed of development. MDD manages this by making models
first class entities in software development by means of model transformations and code
generation templates [1]. Software has to be designed prior to being developed and with
MDD the design models are more than just documentation and are actually used in the
development of the application to generate software artifacts. Models in the design phase
are mostly generic and easily understood by developers, designers (analysts) and the client.
The evolution of software is a process we cannot prevent. Software needs to evolve as fast
as the problem it solves, whether it is the data it handles, the process it automates, the
services it provides, and so on to continue to be useful. If an application cannot evolve
easily it will be quickly replaced by another one that can.
How does MDD cope with software evolution? Introducing models as first-class entities and
using them to build software artifacts also involves the models in the evolution process. By
doing so means that models will also have to be modified like code does when upgrading it.
If we also have to consider models in the evolution process means that traditional
evolution techniques do not work in MDD applications.
Artifacts generated from models in MDD are mostly, but not uniquely, code. The
percentage of code generated for the final application depends on how much information
the models contain, the complexity of the application, the nature of the application and the
target language, among others. Unless code is 100% generated developers need to add
manual, hand-written code afterwards to complete the application. The need to add handwritten code is so widespread that code-generation frameworks already include a solution
for doing so using placeholders.
Placeholders are protected regions where new code can be written after source code is
generated and is kept safe even if the generated source code needs to be regeneration is
needed. The hand-written code must be inside these regions or it will be overwritten and
lost while regenerating. Even if placeholders are helpful and quick solution to handle hand-
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written code they should be avoided since they make more difficult the evolution of this
code. Evolving hand-written code is already an issue since it does not benefit from changes
done to the PIM; on the contrary, it is impacted and made obsolete by them.

3.1 Model-Driven Architecture
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is the Object Management Group's (OMG) flavor for
MDD. In MDA an initial model is created with a high level of abstraction and no
implementation details, this model is called the platform independent model (PIM) and it is
transformed and refined adding more implementation details in possible several steps.
Eventually the level of detail is enough to consider it a platform specific model (PSM) which
is finally used to generate software assets [2]. The transformation of a PIM into a PSM is
shown in Figure 1a and is described as the MDA Pattern; the part between the models is
the model transformation. The MDA Pattern can be applied more than once before arriving
at the PSM (Figure 1b).

Figure 1: transformation process from PIM to PSM. a) Single step. b) Multiple-step [2]
A model in MDA may be transformed in two ways:




Model-to-Model Transformation. The input model is transformed to another
model, a more refined model with more details added to it and bound to more
technological details than before. This is the kind of transformation used to
transform the PIM into the PSM.
Model-to-Text Transformation. The input model is converted to text; the most
common example is to generate source code from a model but any kind of textual
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artifact can be generated: XML files, SQL queries, HTML documents, manuals and
so on. It is the kind of transformation used with the PSM to create software
artifacts.
Models in MDA correspond to a metamodel. A metamodel is a model of models [2], a
higher level model which defines the concepts and rules which models corresponding to it
are bound to. Transformations are written in terms of these metamodels since they have
the specific language used in the models. A model-to-model transformation may transform
any model corresponding to the source metamodel into a model corresponding to the
target metamodel as seen on Figure 2 . A model-to-text transformation transforms any
model corresponding to the source metamodel to text.

Figure 2: Model-to-model transformation written in terms of its metamodels [2]

3.2 Model-Driven Software Product Line
A Software Product Line (SPL) is a set of software systems with common purposes,
features, and similar functionality that satisfy specific needs [3]. An SPL that uses MDD is
called a Model-Driven Software Product Lines (MD-SPL). An SPL is created by product line
engineering which falls into two engineering processes: the domain engineering and the
application engineering. Both of which are needed for SPL to be able to produce
applications.
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3.2.1 Domain Engineering
The domain engineering is in charge of developing core assets. In an MD-SPL the core
assets are the metamodels, the transformations and the text templates that are reused
with different PIMs to generate different applications. These core assets do not change
from one particular application from another.
3.2.2 Application Engineering
The application engineering focuses on generating a particular application with the core
assets. In an MD-SPL the PIM belongs to the application engineering as it describes a
singular application. For each different application a unique PIM is designed.
Applications generated using an MD-SPL are not exempt from evolution. Since MD-SPL
generated applications are based on the MDD approach they need to take into account not
only source code, but also the models used to generate that code, and the dependencies of
the MD-SPL like the UML specification used in models, transformation language, and much
more [1]. That is, evolution can occur in both the application engineering and the domain
engineering. We will, nonetheless, consider only evolution of the application itself, not
evolution triggered by modifications of the MD-SPL and its core assets.
Projects using an MD-SPL do not need to know or modify the MD-SPL. Developers can use
it just as another developing tool which takes a high-level model and transforms it into
software artifacts. It is not required to be aware of all the inner workings of the MD-SPL like
how many transformations are made, or what the inner models are. Projects using the MDSPL simply create a PIM model and gather the results, as shown on Figure 3.

Figure 3: Application engineering and domain engineering in an MD-SPL
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Although it is possible to generate 100% of the code based on the source models, this is not
really feasible in practice [4] and even less in the case of MD-SPL which core assets
generate different applications. For this reason generated code must be completed
manually, thus, we can categorize the code of an application as generated source code
(code generated by the MD-SPL) or manual source code (written by the developers). The
evolution process must consider separately these two different kinds of code to be able to
coherently evolve the software as a whole. The main reason for this consideration is that
when a MD-SPL model evolves by modifying the PIM the generated code gets updated
automatically whereas the manual code does not and can become obsolete as a
consequence from the changes done to the model. Manual code must be evolved
manually.
The evolution process of manual code is one of the major challenges of an MDD
application. To successfully evolve manual code means to find it, correctly identify if it has
become obsolete and if it has then correctly update it. This is complete responsibility of the
developer and her judgment is very important. However, it rarely happens that the
developers have information available and use it to aid them to make better, informed
decisions at this point.
Considering the mentioned problems, the introduction of manual code somehow cripples
the fast evolution process devised by MDD. There is an important need to address this
issue to complement the MDD approach. However, this is not an easy task and is an open
challenge in this field [5] [4]. Without a fast manual code evolution strategy the evolution
of manual code becomes a bottleneck in the whole MDD application evolution process and
reduces the benefits of MDD and the MD-SPL.
The Platform Independent Delta (PID) Strategy investigated and developed will face these
challenges. The use of an introduced Delta Model (DM) to the MD-SPL maintains versioning
information which is not only useful for documentation purposes but also provides
additional information to the MD-SPL. This new information is used to aid the maintenance
process of manual code at key points like identifying manual obsolete code and bringing
relevant information to the developer at charge to help them make informed decisions as
to how to update the obsolete code.
This investigation was conducted as follows:
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Problem: Evolution of an MDD Application. In this section we go into further detail
with the problems associated with the evolution and versioning of MDD
applications.
Related Work. Other projects aimed similar to the tools we used for our approach
are shown here and analyzed.
The Platform Independent Delta (PID). This is our proposal for solving the
challenges mentioned in Section 4. Here we fully describe our approach based on
the Delta Model and change intentions and examine the technologies behind our
approach.
Conclusions. We present the conclusions from our work in this section, and give
some insight on possible future work
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4

The SCRG Model-Driven Software Product
Line

The MD-SPL we use to evaluate our approach is developed by the Software Construction
Research Group (SCRG or CSw in Spanish) at the University of los Andes, further details of
this project can be found in [6] [7]. Our MD-SPL is used to generate Management
Information System (MIS) applications with CRUD requirements (Create, Retrieve, Update
and Delete) and JEE51 as the generation platform. The transformation process begins with a
model in the Enterprise Application (EA) domain which is our PIM. This model is
transformed to an Enterprise Architecture (EARQ) model, then to a Platform (JEE5) model
and finally to a Language (JAVA) model. A final transformation generates, based on the
language model, Java source code and other text artifacts needed for deployment in a JEE5
Application Server. Figure 4 shows the whole transformation process.

Figure 4: General process of the Model-Driven Software Product Line
The models used in the SCRG MD-SPL are mostly structural. After transforming it to the
Java model partial code is generated. This code addresses only the CRUD requirements of
the application and contains no business logic in it. The model-to-model transformations
are written in the Atlas Transformation Language2 (ATL) and model-to-text transformations
use Acceleo3. Acceleo brings placeholders to deal with manual code and these are used by
the SCRG MD-SPL to allow developers to add hand-written code.

1

Java Enterprise Edition 5: http://java.sun.com/javaee/technologies/javaee5.jsp
http://www.eclipse.org/m2m/atl/
3 http://www.acceleo.org/pages/home/en
2
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The generated code creates Entity beans, Session beans, Delegate classes and Business
Objects; as well as data sources, ant scripts and other artifacts required for deployment in
an application server (AS). The current implementation of the MD-SPL is done on the
Eclipse IDE4.

4.1 University Example
We now introduce a sample MDD application we created using the SCRG MD-SPL. The
application manages students, courses and faculties for a university; its initial model (EA
model) is shown partially in Figure 5. This model is transformed using the steps shown in
Figure 4Error! Reference source not found., to a Java model from which we generate
partially completed code. The university application models the concepts of Student and
University, amongst many more not shown here. We present only a subset of the details of
a student: name and age. The generated code for the Student class will have the name and
age attributes.

Figure 5: University example
After the source code is generated by introducing the PIM the generated code is completed
manually by developers to have the complete and functional university application. Among
the manual code for the application are the canDrink() and the getFullName() methods for
a Student, both methods can be seen in Figure 6. The canDrink() method evaluates
4

http://www.eclipse.org
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whether a Student can drink or not based on her age; the getFullName() method gives the
Student’s complete name. These are very simple methods reside in the Student class and
will be used to explain the evolution problems of manual code.

Figure 6: Manual methods canDrink() and getCurrentAge() inside a placeholder
The university application comprises 80 concepts or more which result in 320 or more
classes derived from them without counting auxiliary classes and additional deployment
artifacts. All 320 classes are able to contain manual code, like the two methods described
for the Student class. There is no indication of which classes have manual code and which
don’t, and the only way to identify manual code is to look if the code is inside a region
protected by a placeholder.
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5

Problem: MDD Application Evolution

Applications need to evolve following a change in requirements, whether the old
requirements have been modified or new ones have been introduced. Evolution in an MDSPL application with manual and generated like our university example is more complex
than for a fully hand coded application and specially more complicated than for a 100%
generated application since normal techniques for maintenance and evolution cannot be
applied in the same way. In MDD applications with both manual and generated code is
important to identify the impact of the evolution, especially on the manually written code.
We are interested particularly in a situation where the MD-SPL is relatively stable and most
of the evolution requirements are related to modifications in the high level, business
models (PIM). In an MD-SPL application the generated source code must not be modified
[8]; this means that any change that needs to modify the generated code has to be made in
the PIM, or else the changes will be replaced when code is regenerated. Also by modifying
the models rather than the code we are able to continue to benefit from the advantages of
the MD-SPL: a simple change in the PIM might result in several changes in the generated
code which would have been harder to modify manually.
Maintaining the generated and manual code is a complex challenge. In this context there
are several reasons why we need to track the changes made in the EA model and their
intentions:

5.1 The evolution of the university application
Time goes by the requirements of the university application change. First, the application
must now be able to list the students by their last name, having a single attribute for the
whole name complicates this task since some students have middle names of foreign
names with a prefixed last name (i.e. “van der Beek”, or “del Valle”). Secondly, it is not
practical to keep asking students to update their age in the system. To solve this, we have
decided to update the model of the university application. Since our MD-SPL models
contain structural information and we need to change the structure of some concepts
comply with the new requirements.
The university application’s model is going to be updated from version 1.0 to version 2.0.
For this update, we need to differentiate a student's first name and last name, so we added
the lastname attribute to the Student concept on the EA model. This also means now that
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the name attribute should only contain the first name of the student. We also decided to
change the age attribute with the birthday attribute, removing the need to update the
student’s age each year. Instead the student’s age is calculated using the birthday
information and the current date. Figure 7 shows the changes performed to the Student
concept in the EA model.

Figure 7: Introducing changes in the university application

5.2 Updating models
By modifying the models rather than code means the models becoming part of the
software evolution process. And as such they should be versioned like code does. The
evolution of any application must be correctly documented mainly for two reasons:
-
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-

Evolution information is an important documentation asset for any software
project, without it future developers do not know how the application has evolved
before and could possibly repeat mistakes that were found and corrected before.

Versioning information is already available or easily obtained for text artifacts like source
code when using repositories such as CVS or SVN where text files are easily compared and
the differences between two versions of a same file are pointed out. This however, does
not apply for models since they have many ways to be represented. The MDA proposal has
the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) standard for describing models. Even if XMI is text
underneath it in the form of an XML file it is not practical to compare it that way. Tracking
modifications in the generated source code using the tools mentioned would not be useful
since a change in the generated code might be triggered by more than one model
modification, on the other hand several modifications in the generated code could be
caused by only one change in the model.
Without tracking model changes the only way to know what was changed from an old
version of a model and a new one is to manually compare them and find out its differences.
As an application grows this task more and more time-consuming and error-prone, making
it unreliable for big projects. Figure 7 shows only two concepts of the university application
so it is easy to point out the changes, also only two modifications were introduced. If all the
concepts were shown (more than 80 in our case) and the update were a complex one
introducing several changes the difficulty for extracting the changes from comparing the
two models manually would be greater.
There is then a need to be able to ease this task and track the changes made to a model as
the result of updating it to a newer version, to eliminate the manual task of looking for
these changes and keeping the tracked changes for future reference. It would also
eliminates possible errors due to overlooking a modification.

5.3 Preserving manual code
Previously to our change, the developers had written manual code to the university
application, in particular, the canDrink() and the getFullName() methods were added. This
code cannot be lost when regenerating code with the updated model, this is why code
generation frameworks like [9] [10] [11] offer protected regions where code can be written
and will be kept intact after the generation process. Supposing that the manual code was
written in placeholders, our manual code is not going to be erased.
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Placeholders do prevent manual code from being overwritten, but is a bad idea to use
them [5]. With placeholders the manual code ends up being embedded and tangled with
the generated code, which has negative implications:






Manual code can only be inserted where the placeholders exist: Even though
protected regions can be added anywhere, to add new regions we need to modify
the templates of the MD-SPL. To modify the MD-SPL templates requires knowing
the inner workings of the MD-SPL, which is not always the case.
Manual code is more difficult to find: Manual code resides in along with generated
code being only identified by the demarcations of where a protected region starts
and ends. Manually searching for differences between generated and manually
coded lines tangled in hundreds of files, as seen in Figure 8, that represent the two
versions of the model is a time-consuming and error-prone task.
Generated files are no longer disposable [5]: Generated files also contain manual
code within them, so deleting them also erases the manual code that was inside.
Not deleting generated files might lead to keep unused classes when removing
concepts from the model, or having generation problems if a text template of the
MD-SPL is modified and code is regenerated over a file that was first generated
with a different template.

Figure 8: manual code embedded with generated code
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Synchronization problems: Projects that make use of repositories like CVS also
present problems with placeholders. When regenerating every generated file is
marked as modified whether or not it was actually changed in the generation
process. So if in parallel a developer introduced some manual changes, the
developer synchronizing the generated files would be unable to identify these
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changes since every generated file will have a conflict. The only way to find out
which files have been really modified is to analyze them one by one. In big
applications with hundreds or thousands of source files it is unfeasible to rely on
this solution.
Imagine the case depicted in Figure 9: Developer A makes the changes mentioned
previously to the model and developer B makes changes to the Address concept
(not related to the other changed) and both add manual code to the generated
code (in different classes). When they synchronize the repository will find all files
as modified. This application could easily contain more than 200 classes and the
developers in charge of synchronizing would have to find manually the files that
were really changed and merge them or manual code would be lost.

Figure 9: Synchronization conflicts after mutual code generation and manual code
generation

5.4 Updating manual code
After regenerating code one last problem remains. Manual code does not benefit from the
changes in the model to keep updated as does generated code, so when the model
changes and the code is regenerated the changes have an impact on the manual code.
Manual code is no longer correct as a result of the changes in the model. Searching and
identifying which manual code has to be updated can be easy if the changes on the
generated code result in compilation errors in the manual code. However there are cases
(especially when adding concepts to the model) where manual code remains
computationally correct but logically incorrect.
In the university example, two manual methods were added when the model was in
version 1.0; canDrink() and getFullName() (Figure 10). When we regenerate using model
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version 2.0 the canDrink() method is marked by the compiler as syntactically incorrect since
the age attribute is not present anymore. A developer can easily find this problem and
correct it. On the other hand, the method getFullName() has no compilation error and will
not be marked. Nonetheless the method is logically incorrect since it does not include the
student's last name. Finding and correcting code that becomes logically incorrect is a very
complex task as the application grows and manual code gets buried deeper and deeper
within generated code, becoming a big flaw concerning MDD applications evolution. This is
one of the greatest challenges concerning MDD application evolution.

Figure 10: Kinds of obsolete manual code: Syntactically incorrect and logically incorrect
To be able to tell which code has become logically incorrect developers need to have a
good knowledge of what has changed, this means that tracking model changes is also
needed for this. Besides, once obsolete code is found, developers must ensure it is
correctly updated. In the university application the correct modification is not difficult, but
in more complex applications it might not be clear what the correct code should be.
Additionally to what has changed it is useful to also understand why it was changed.
Understanding why the analysts introduced a change gives the developer great guidance
regarding how should she should modify the code. Understanding why a change was
introduced means to know the intention of the change. Unfortunately developers rarely
have this information available; being even less likely if there is no tracking information to
begin with.
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6

Related Work

To tackle the previously mentioned problems we reviewed the following works. They could
be used to solve some of the aspects of the general problem (i.e. code separation, or
model comparison) but they do not tackle it completely. Nonetheless, they present valid
solutions for the specific problem handled.

6.1 FUUT-je: coding models
The FUUT-je project (Fantastic, Unique UML Tool for the Java Environment) [12] shows a
solution for the issue of maintaining manual and generated code independent. FUUT-je
integrates manual code in the models so that in the regeneration process, the manual
changes are also inserted along with the generated code. Manual and generated code are
effectively separated even if the final file still merges them together.

Figure 11: FUUT-je models include manual code in them
The FUUT-je project was replaced by the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). Its solution
although valid does not solve the problem of synchronizing files in the repository or the
model versioning problem. Additionally, including code in the PIM means to tie it to a
language, platform and architecture, which in our case is not desirable. Our PID Strategy,
on the other hand, does not involve changes in the PIM and developers are able to find
manual code as source code, not as text attached to a model.
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6.2 Physical separation of code
Markus Völter and Jorn Bettin suggest the use of pattern approaches or any tool available
in the target language to separate manual code from generated code in different files [5]
[8]. The patterns and tricks all aim at having all the manual code in one file and all the
generated code in another, and the difference relies on how those file will be connected.
Pattern alternatives are factories, bridges, and more. Some alternatives are shown in
Figure 12:
a) Generated code calls pre-implemented manual code
b) Manual code can use generated code and extends it
c) Manual code is implemented with abstract classes that generated code will
implement and later plugged-in with factories
d) Manual code with generic methods is called by the generated code that subclass
the manual code
e) Manual code can have abstract method that are called from the manual methods
but are implemented by the generated classes
More alternatives are available depending on the target language, for example, like using
#include or defining a class two files. The problem with this solution is that we need to
force the MDD application to adapt to the pattern or code will not be separated, this is
troublesome if the MDD application requires the use of special patterns that cannot coexist
with the code separation pattern. Our solution does not interfere with the patterns chosen
for the MDD application.

Figure 12: Patterns and tricks for separating manual and generated code [8]
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6.3 EMFCompare: model comparing
EMFCompare [13] is a part of Eclipse's EMF Project and a solution to track model changes.
It allows the comparison of models but is more aimed at on-the-fly comparisons showing
differences with the goal of synching and merging models to resolve conflicts in a
repository. Our objective is not to create a synchronized version of a model nor we are
trying to solve the differences of two models, we desire only to point out the differences
between them and keep them for future reference. EMFCompare is a work in progress
since it was approved in 2007 and is an incubating project in version 0.8.0 at the time we
were writing this paper.

Figure 13: EMFCompare synchronizing models

6.4 JastAddJ: compiler extending
Finally, JastAddJ [14] extends the Java compiler to add validations, it is build on top of the
Java 1.4 compiler and replaces it completely. When Java5 came an extension was added to
incorporate annotations and such to the validations. JastAddJ is a specialization of JastAdd
for Java; JastAdd is a powerful and very extensible compiler for all kind of languages. The
modular implementation of JastAddJ allows it to reuse code very efficiently and is thus very
small in implementation compared to other compilers like javac, eclipse and polyglot in
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both Java1.4 and Java5 implementations. JastAddJ makes use of a proprietary JastAddJ
Specification Language to write the extensions.
Unfortunately JastAddJ is not integrated with the Eclipse IDE and requires learning the
JastAddJ Specification Language, meaning that if later the implementation of the
validations needs to be modified or understood by someone else they would need to learn
the language. Also, completely replacing the Java compiler means that if code is written in
a new version of java (i.e. Java1.6) the JastAddJ compiler becomes obsolete and can no
longer be used.
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7

Our Strategy: A Platform Independent Delta

In this section we introduce the Platform Independent Delta (PID) strategy which addresses
the problems of MD-SPL application evolution. In our strategy, see Figure 14, we include as
part of the MD-SPL an additional model which we called the Delta Model (DM). With the
DM the business analyst, in charge of evolving the PIM, can characterize the modifications
between two versions and the intentions of these changes. We trace this information, by
means of code analysis, directly to the code structures related to each of the changes. With
these intentions, the developers can understand the impact the changes have on manually
implemented code. The developers can then make the necessary modifications to the code
to maintain the functionality of the application and consistently evolve the manual code.
To implement this strategy we first had to modify our MD-SPL to create a clear division of
the manual code from the generated code (Figure 14.1). We then present the main
activities involved in our strategy: (Figure 14.2) versioning the models, where the analyst
can clearly model the changes and their intentions; (Figure 14.3) searching for code that is
possibly obsolete using the DM and a code analysis tool; and (Figure 14.4) assisting the
developer in evolving this manual code by tracing the change intentions to the delta model
from source code structures.

Figure 14: General view of the PID Strategy
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7.1 Objectives
The main objective of the PID Strategy is to improve the evolution process of MDD
applications by providing information relevant to model changes to developers at
development time to assist the manual code evolution process. To achieve this goal the PID
Strategy does the following:





Develop a technique for tracking model changes
Improve the process of evolving manual code due to model changes
o Assist in locating of obsolete code
o Provide information relevant to a located obsolete code to the developer
to help her identify and correct obsolete code.
Reduce the gap between the problem domain (PIM) and the solution domain
(code)

7.2 Separating manual and generated code
We effectively separate manual code from generated code at development time by using
partial classes. Partial classes are classes that will not exist at deployment time but only
during development, they will merge into one single complete class which will be the one
used by the application, partial classes will not exist at runtime. This strategy is meant for
new applications, it does not extract the manual code from classes that have already mixed
manual and generated code.
The partial classes will still be syntactically correct Java classes; they will be able to benefit
from the IDE’s help like code completion, error suggestions and everything else. One partial
class will contain all the generated code without placeholders and will be generated by the
MD-SPL, afterwards if manual code is needed developers create a second partial class that
will extend the generated partial class and add in it all the manual code needed. It is
necessary to extend the generated partial class to be able to use all the methods and
attributes of that class and continue to be syntactically correct.
Prior to deploying the application the partial classes will be used to create a final class
containing all the code from both partial classes. Other classes must refer to the final class
always since the partial classes will not be included in the final code. It a class does not
need any manual code it is simply transformed into the final class without any merging.
This can be changed anytime without any modifications to the partial class.
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Figure 15: Merging partial classes into a final class
In the university example this translates to have a Student_gen class which is generated
and a Student_man class with all the manual code. Both files will compile to a Student class
containing both codes in a single class. This way we can safely eliminate generated files and
only synchronize the manual files to avoid synchronization problems. Figure 15 shows this
process.
Eclipse's EMF and JET project include a tool called JMerge [15] [16] which allows us to
merge code from the partial files into a single one. Using JMerge assures us the separation
of manual and generated code without forcing any pattern on the source code. JMerge
raises source code to Abstract Syntax Trees for both files (which must be valid java classes)
and merges them before rewriting the joint code. The joint code is only used when
compiling the final version of the application. While developing code is seen separated at
all times. The following parts of the strategy require this code separation to be more
useful.
The merging rules of JMerge can be modified by using an XML file and dictionary rules.
These rules define what will be merged, ignored or replaced. For our purposes everything
in the manual class will be copied to the final class. If there is a conflict between the
generated partial class and the manual partial class the code in the manual class will
remain, this allow us to overwrite generated methods if needed.
Attachment 1 shows a sample JMerge XML configuration file.
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7.3 Versioning Models
When the PIM is updated to evolve the application, the old version is kept for comparison.
Once the two versions are available they are compared and their differences are pointed
out in a comparison model. The framework developed by Kelly Garcés (et al) at INRIA
Nantes and described in [17] creates this comparison model which identifies the
differences between the two different versions. This comparison model the starting point
of the Delta Model.
By using a comparison framework we assure that no difference is overlooked between the
two models and at the same time provide the developer in charge of documenting the
evolution a head-on start on the DM. The comparison model specifies everything in terms
of additions and removals, that is, if a concept is renamed it is treated as the removal of
the old concept and an addition of a new one, similarly, if a concept is moved even with the
same name if will be identified as a removal on the old location and an addition of another
concept with the same name in the new location, for this reason this model is only a
starting point. A human analyst is still needed to link modifications and add intentions.

Figure 16: Comparison model generated by the comparison framework
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7.3.1

Intentions
Intentions complete the versioning information of a model by describing the
reasons that motivated a particular change in the model. Not only have we
considered important to know what has changed but also why it was changed.
Since the PID strategy will include the DM as another input to the MD-SPL having
the intentions behind each change in the DM is crucial as they will be used later on.

Besides from completing change intentions and relating additions and removals in the DM
the analyst must also relate each change to their related concepts in each model (if any).
These relationships will allow the identification of possible obsolete code later on.

Figure 17: DM for the university example
The result of the comparison framework in the university example is shown in Figure 16. It
points out that the age attribute was deleted while the lastname and birthday attribute
were added. This model is then reviewed by an analyst who determines the relationship of
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the removal of age and the addition of birthday are related; the two changes are then
modified and merged into one change relating the old age attribute with the new birthday
attribute since they have the same purpose in the model.
After relating the additions and removals of the comparison model the second step is to
relate the remaining changes with the affected concepts on both versions: The addition of
the lastname attribute of version 2.0 is related to the name attribute in both versions. For
the age and birthday attributes all is already filled and in a final step the developer adds
the intention for both changes. Figure 17 shows the complete DM in our example.
The now complete DM becomes an active part of the evolution process. It is our model
version controller and contains in a single, reduced place all the information we need to
identify what was modified and why, this information will be of greatly used by the MD-SPL
in the following steps of the PID strategy.

7.4 Searching Obsolete Code
We have argued that the biggest challenge when dealing with evolution of manual code in
an MD-SPL application is identifying code which is logically incorrect after the PIM changes.
With the DM at hand we include it in our MD-SPL to tag the changed concepts and use a
code analysis tool to find the code that is potentially obsolete.
With the modified concepts tagged in each refined model we can generate a different set
of artifacts designed for the code analysis tool to search the manual code for these
modified concepts. With these artifacts we can identify code inside the manual partial class
that references to a generated concept which has changed.
7.4.1 Spoon and Spoonlets
The code analysis tool we use is based on the Spoon [18] project developed by Carlos
Noguera (et al) at INRIA GForge5 (France). With this tool we can create Spoonlets which are
extensions to the Java compiler to make additional validations on Java code. We use
Spoonlets to visually mark the code related to the changes defined in the DM.
In our example this means that our MD-SPL will generate Spoonlets that will analyze the
code in search for references to the age (AgeSpoonlet) and name (NameSpoonlet)
attributes and point them as potentially obsolete code. Figure 18 presents the visual cues
that the developer will see in her IDE.

5

http://spoon.gforge.inria.fr/Spoon/HomePage
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Figure 18: Spoonlets in action
To generate these spoonlets a last transformation is executed using the old version of the
EA model and the DM. Since the DM identifies the concepts involved in any change the
transformations mark these concepts along the MD-SPL until the JAVA model. Using this
JAVA model with marked concepts and spoonlet templates the spoonlets are generated
only for those concepts. In the university application and looking back at Figure 17Figure
10, it means that the age and name concepts will be marked through the MD-SPL
transformations and finally an AgeSpoonlet and a NameSpoonlet will be created as shown
in Figure 19. The AgeSpoonlet is included in Attachment 2.

Figure 19: Generation process of Spoonlets
Once spoonlets are generated and mounted as part of the compilation of the university
application, they will find the reference to the name attribute in the getFullName() method
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and, even if no compilation error exists they will be point it out as a warning for potentially
obsolete code as seen in Figure 18.
Since code is already separated in different classes we only analyze the manual code while
searching for obsolete code. The prior code separation prevents the spoonlets to introduce
noise into the code by marking the occurrences in generated code. Such occurrences will
never be obsolete code since the generated code is updated as the result of being
regenerated after model modifications.
Spoonlets can be easily modified to change the severity of the marked code: Information,
Warning and Error. Being the first the least severe one and hardly considered and error and
Errors being the most severe which implies code will not be able to run successfully.
Developers can decide how they want to be notified of possible errors and even turn them
off completely when all the code as been updated.

7.5 Evolving Manual Code

Figure 20: Differentiating obsolete and not obsolete code
As we pointed out previously, not all of the manual code that marked by spoonlets is
necessarily out of date. Figure 20a shows a method that references the name attribute and
is now obsolete; the getFullName() method must also include the lastname attribute.
Figure 20b shows a method that also references the name attribute; this method however,
is not obsolete. So how can developers know if the changes of the model have an impact
on this manual code? Any attempt to automatically identify if a manually codified method
is now out-of-date is futile since this code can be very complex and is related to
functionality which is not described in the PIM (if it was possible to describe it in the PIM
the functionality would be part of the generated code).
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The best alternative we have in this case is to provide the developer with as much
information possible for her to be able to make well informed decisions and modify only
the parts of the code that need changes. These decisions include analyzing if a particular
manual code is really obsolete or not, and, if it is, to also ensure that the new code is
logically correct with the current generated code.
Since we already have a DM that describes the changes and their intentions we use it to
further guide developers in the evolution process of manual code. So far we only used the
changes to generate the spoonlets. Now we are going to use the spoonlets to query the
DM for the intention of the change they were generated from.
The generated spoonlets and the manual java code reside in the solution domain; on the
other hand, the delta model is in the problem domain. A trace model JAVA2EA is developed
to allow Spoonlets navigate from the solution domain back to the problem (enterprise
domain) and query the DM containing the intention of the change from which each
spoonlet was generated.

Figure 21: Trace models and using the JAVA2EA model to query the DM from spoonlets
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The JAVA2EA Trace model requires traceability information to be generated. The
traceability framework for ATL used in this step was proposed by Andrés Yie [19] and
enhances the current transformations to create additional tracing models in each
refinement step of the MD-SPL (from EA to EARQ, EARQ to JEE5 and JEE5 to JAVA) as
shown in Figure 21.
The usability of the Spoonlets is enhanced by making them query the DM model and bring
the information relevant to the obsolete code being shown and with it developers can
make better informed decisions with no effort. All the information is brought to them by
the PID Strategy framework.

Figure 22: Spoonlet fully implemented to also get DM intention
In the university example this means that as the Spoonlet marks the potentially obsolete
code in getFullName() it will show the relevant message for the modification regarding the
name attribute in the DM (Figure 17 and Figure 18). To do this means to go back from the
Java attribute name in the Java class Student to the initial concept of the name attribute in
Student entity in the EA model. All this is done transparently for the developer, who can
use this information to correctly conclude that while in Figure 20 marked method
getFullname() is obsolete, marked method getFirstLetter() is not. Better judgment by the
developers mean less logical mistakes in evolved manual code and faster testing times.
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8

Conclusions

The PID strategy enhances the MDD approach allowing faster development and
maintenance by reducing the gap between model developers and source code developers.
The inside workings of the MD-SPL do not matter (transformations and inner models) since
developers can easily go back and forth from the problem domain to the solution domain.
The PID strategy reduces maintenance time by improving the judgment of the developers
and reducing mistakes in manual code evolution. The evolution process is improved as well
by automatically pointing out possible obsolete code instead of having developers look for
it everywhere, where mistakes could also be injected from overlooked logical obsolete
code which is not easy to catch as they can only impact the result from the application but
not damage the way it works (no exception messages).
Manual synchronization problems that could result in lost code (and hence time and work
lost) are eliminating by completely separating generated, disposable files from files with
manual code. Code separation also allows for different merging rules that allow generated
methods to be overwritten or complemented (kind of like aspects)
Aside from adding versioning information to MD-SPL generated applications the PID
strategy introduces the concept of intention to the changes by adding design decisions to
the DM and using it as another input in the MD-SPL for analyzing manual code and for
informing developers not only where obsolete code might be but also the design reasons
to help them evaluate and decide if code must be updated and the right way to update it.
PID Strategy is an excellent complement to the MDD approach and applying it to an MDSPL benefits all the products derived from it. Further work can be done by better analyzing
the DM and suggesting fixes for the incorrect code or applying basic fixes automatically.
The PID strategy is a forward-engineering strategy that could be used together with other
strategies to boost even more its benefits.
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10 Attachments
10.1 Merge.xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<merge:options xmlns:merge=
"http://www.eclipse.org/org/eclipse/emf/codegen/jmerge/O
ptions">
<merge:dictionaryPattern
name="generatedMember"
select="Member/getComment"
match="\s*@(gen)erated\s*\n"/>
<!-- \s*: optional spaces -->
<!-- "@
generated -->
<merge:pull
targetMarkup="^gen$"
sourceGet="Method/getBody"
targetPut="Method/setBody"/>
<merge:pull
sourceGet="Type/getSuperInterfaces"
targetPut="Type/setSuperInterfaces"
sourceTransfer="\n\\start.*?\\end\n"
/>
</merge:options>
Attachment 1: JMerge XML File
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10.2 AgeSpoonlet.java
package spoonlets;
import
import
import
import
import

spoon.processing.AbstractProcessor;
spoon.processing.Severity;
spoonlets.common.Helper;
emf.spoon.reflect.code.CtFieldAccess;
spoonlets.common.Tracer;

public class AgeSpoonlet extends
AbstractProcessor<CtFieldAccess>
{
private String clazz = "Student_gen";
private String attribute = "age";
public void process(CtFieldAccess e)
{
String owner =
e.getVariable().getDeclaringType().getSimpleName();
if (owner.endsWith("_man") == true)
{
check(e, clazz, attribute);
}
}
private void check(CtFieldAccess e, String clazz, String
attribute)
{
String owner =
e.getVariable().getDeclaringType().getSimpleName();
String field = e.getVariable().getSimpleName();
String pack =
e.getVariable().getDeclaringType().getPackage().getSimpleName();
if (owner.equals(clazz) == true &&
field.equals(attribute) == true)
{
Severity severity = Severity.WARNING;
String message = pack + ": " +
Tracer.getIntention(clazz, attribute);
getEnvironment().report(this, severity, e,
message, new Helper(clazz, attribute));
}
}
}

Attachment 2: The Age Spoonlet
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10.3 Spoon.xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE spoon SYSTEM
"http://spoon.gforge.inria.fr/pub/xml/spoonlet.dtd">
<spoon>
<processor name="Age Spoonlet"
class="spoonlets.AgeSpoonlet" active="true"
doc="Checks and shows all instances of age
attribute of the Student_gen class">
</processor>
</spoon>
Attachment 3: The spoon.xml file
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10.4 MergeAction (in eclipse plugin)
package co.edu.uniandes.mda.merge.popup.actions;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.Collections;
import java.util.List;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

org.eclipse.core.resources.IFile;
org.eclipse.core.resources.IFolder;
org.eclipse.core.resources.IProject;
org.eclipse.core.runtime.CoreException;
org.eclipse.jface.action.IAction;
org.eclipse.jface.dialogs.MessageDialog;
org.eclipse.jface.viewers.ISelection;
org.eclipse.jface.viewers.IStructuredSelection;
org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Shell;
org.eclipse.ui.IActionDelegate;
org.eclipse.ui.IObjectActionDelegate;
org.eclipse.ui.IWorkbenchPart;

import co.edu.uniandes.mda.merge.Merger;
import co.edu.uniandes.mda.merge.MergerConstants;
public class MergeAction implements IObjectActionDelegate
{
private Shell shell;
protected ISelection selection;
/**
* Constructor for Action1.
*/
public MergeAction()
{
super();
}
/**
* @see IObjectActionDelegate#setActivePart(IAction,
IWorkbenchPart)
*/
public void setActivePart(IAction action, IWorkbenchPart
targetPart)
{
shell = targetPart.getSite().getShell();
}
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/**
* @see IActionDelegate#run(IAction)
*/
public void run(IAction action)
{
Merger merger = new Merger();
IProject project = getProject();
try
{
merger.mergeFiles( project ,
getMergeData(project) , shell);
}
catch (IOException e)
{
MessageDialog.openInformation(shell,
"IOException", e.getMessage());
}
catch (CoreException e)
{
MessageDialog.openInformation(shell,
"CoreException", e.getMessage());
}
}
/**
* @see IActionDelegate#selectionChanged(IAction,
ISelection)
*/
public void selectionChanged(IAction action, ISelection
selection)
{
this.selection = selection;
}
@SuppressWarnings("unused")
private String getProjectUri()
{
List<IFile> files = getSelectedFiles();
IFile file = files.iterator().next();
return
file.getProject().getLocation().toOSString();
}
private List<IFile> getSelectedFiles()
{
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@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
List<IFile> files = (selection instanceof
IStructuredSelection)
? ((IStructuredSelection) selection).toList()
: Collections.EMPTY_LIST;
return files;
}
private IProject getProject()
{
List<IFile> files = getSelectedFiles();
IFile file = files.iterator().next();
return file.getProject();
}
private IFile getMergeData(IProject project)
{
IFolder mergeFolder =
project.getFolder(MergerConstants.MERGE_FOLDER);
IFile mergeFile =
mergeFolder.getFile("data.merge");
return mergeFile;
}
}
Attachment 4: MergeAction in eclipse plugin for using JMerge
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10.5 JAVA2EA.atl
-- @atlcompiler atl2006
module Trace; -- Module Template
create TRACE : Trace from JEE52JAVA : JEE52JAVATrace,
EARQ2JEE5 : EARQ2JEE5Trace, EA2EARQ : EA2EARQTrace, PARAM :
Parameter, EA : EAMM, JAVA : JAVAMM, JEE5 : JEE5MM, EARQ :
EARQMM;
helper def: getEA( system : EA!Business, name : String ) :
EA!BusinessEntity =
system.businessEntitys->select( e | e.name = name)>first();
helper def: getID( object : ECORE!Object ) : String =
object.__xmiID__;
helper def: getJEE52JAVATrace(p : Parameter!Parameter) :
JEE52JAVATrace!TransientLink =
JEE52JAVATrace!TransientLink.allInstancesFrom('JEE52JAVA
') -- ->select( e | thisModule.isJEE52JAVA(e) )
->select( tl | tl.targetElements->
exists(te | te.value.name = p.name and
te.value.oclType().name = p.type ))->first();
helper def: getEARQ2JEE5Trace ( id : String) :
EARQ2JEE5Trace!TransientLink =
EARQ2JEE5Trace!TransientLink.allInstances()->select( tl
| tl.targetElements->
exists(te | --te.value.oclType().name <>
'Communication' and
te.value.__xmiID__ = id ))->first();
helper def: getEA2EARQTrace ( id : String) :
EA2EARQTrace!TransientLink =
EA2EARQTrace!TransientLink.allInstances()->select( tl |
tl.targetElements->
exists(te | te.value.__xmiID__ = id ))->first();
helper def: getParameter ( id : String) : Parameter!Parameter
=
Parameter!Parameter.allInstances()->select( p | p.__xmiID__ =
id )->first();
helper def: getTargetID(trace : Trace!TransientLink) : String
=
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trace.sourceElements -> first().value.__xmiID__;
rule Group2TransientLinkSet
{
from
g : Parameter!Group
to
tls : Trace!TransientLinkSet
(
links <- g.parameters -> collect(e |
thisModule.resolveTemp(e, 'link')).append(
thisModule.getJEE52JAVATrace(
Parameter!Parameter.allInstances()->first() ) )
)
}
rule Param2Trace
{
from
p : Parameter!Parameter
using
{
java_element : JEE52JAVATrace!TransientLink =
thisModule.getJEE52JAVATrace(p);
jee5_element : EARQ2JEE5Trace!TransientLink =
thisModule.getEARQ2JEE5Trace(
thisModule.getTargetID(java_element) );
earq_element : EA2EARQTrace!TransientLink =
thisModule.getEA2EARQTrace(
thisModule.getTargetID(jee5_element) );
result : ECORE!Object =
earq_element.sourceElements->first().value;
result2 : ECORE!Object = thisModule.getParameter(
thisModule.getID(p) );
}
to
link : Trace!TransientLink
(
rule <- result.name + '-' +
result.oclType().name + '%% ' + p.name + '-' + p.type,
targetElements <- Sequence{t},
sourceElements <- Sequence{s}
)
,
s : Trace!TransientElement
(
name <- 'source',
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value <- result
)
,
t : Trace!TransientElement
(
name <- 'target'
)
do
{
t.refSetValue('value',p);
}
}
Attachment 5: JAVA2EA.atl ATL transformation
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10.6 JAVA2EA.xmi
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<trace:TransientLinkSet xmi:version="2.0"
xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI"
xmlns:trace="http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/2008/Trace">
<links rule="Param2BusinessEntity">
<sourceElements name="param">
<value href="input.xmi#//@parameters.0"/>
</sourceElements>
<targetElements name="businessEntity">
<value
href="../models/modelEA.xmi#//@businessEntitys.1"/>
</targetElements>
</links>
</trace:TransientLinkSet>

Attachment 6: sample JAVA2EA model in graphic and text
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